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Impact of ResearchImpact of Research

Not so greatNot so great
Many research ideas have lost outMany research ideas have lost out
Many nonMany non--research developments won outresearch developments won out

Why is that?Why is that?
We make things too complexWe make things too complex
Not: things are too complexNot: things are too complex

Why?Why?
Publishing/reviewing pushes us to complexityPublishing/reviewing pushes us to complexity



Apologies, Caveats and ExcusesApologies, Caveats and Excuses

Talk is rather polemic in natureTalk is rather polemic in nature
…… things are said a little crasslythings are said a little crassly

Now a dean Now a dean –– intellectual life prohibitedintellectual life prohibited
““There was once a dean who was so dumb, There was once a dean who was so dumb, 
that other deans actually started noticing itthat other deans actually started noticing it””



P2PP2P

PeerPeer--toto--peerpeer
No (central) serverNo (central) server
Easier to operate, maintain, scale, make Easier to operate, maintain, scale, make 
more reliable more reliable ……
Started as an applicationStarted as an application
Proposed as an infrastructure for a large Proposed as an infrastructure for a large 
number of applicationsnumber of applications



Research on P2PResearch on P2P

Concentrated largely on Concentrated largely on DHTsDHTs
Log(nLog(n) access) access
Chord, Pastry, Chord, Pastry, ……
Applications: backup, streaming, Applications: backup, streaming, ……



The Problem with P2PThe Problem with P2P

Very little application other than illegal file Very little application other than illegal file 
sharingsharing



Reality CheckReality Check

If we have learned anything about If we have learned anything about 
distributed computing over the last 25 distributed computing over the last 25 
years, it is that anything distributed is years, it is that anything distributed is 
harder than anything centralizedharder than anything centralized



Reasons for DistributionReasons for Distribution

You cannot handle it in one placeYou cannot handle it in one place
Performance Performance –– controlled replicationcontrolled replication
Availability Availability –– controlled replicationcontrolled replication

Geographical distributionGeographical distribution
Google!Google!

Illegality Illegality –– P2PP2P
From Napster to Gnutella, From Napster to Gnutella, KazaaKazaa, , ……
““RawRaw”” traffic numbers are hightraffic numbers are high
Much of it staticMuch of it static
Could be handled by conventional replication (?)Could be handled by conventional replication (?)



Difficulties for P2PDifficulties for P2P

Hard to find anythingHard to find anything
Hard to make anything secureHard to make anything secure

Open invitation to attackOpen invitation to attack
Actively used by RIAA (pollution attacks)Actively used by RIAA (pollution attacks)

Hard to write anythingHard to write anything
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Advantages for P2P ResearchAdvantages for P2P Research

Complex to find anythingComplex to find anything
Complex to make anything secureComplex to make anything secure
Complex to write anythingComplex to write anything

Complexity begets papersComplexity begets papers
P2P = PaperP2P = Paper--toto--PaperPaper



There are ApplicationsThere are Applications

Large file multicastLarge file multicast
Can Can bebe handledhandled by by veryvery simple techniquessimple techniques

BitTorrentBitTorrent
It It shouldshould worryworry us us thatthat thesethese come come fromfrom
nonnon--researchresearch corners of the world!corners of the world!



DSMDSM

Distributed shared memoryDistributed shared memory
Parallel computing on clustersParallel computing on clusters
Distributed memories abstracted as a Distributed memories abstracted as a 
single shared memorysingle shared memory
Easier to write programsEasier to write programs
Usually by page faultingUsually by page faulting
TreadMarksTreadMarks ((ParallelToolsParallelTools))



Reality CheckReality Check

Clusters are only suitable for coarseClusters are only suitable for coarse--
grained parallel computationgrained parallel computation
A fortiori true for DSMA fortiori true for DSM



Problems with FineProblems with Fine--Grained DSMGrained DSM

Expensive synchronizationExpensive synchronization
Expensive fineExpensive fine--grained data sharinggrained data sharing

Smaller than a pageSmaller than a page
False sharing (can be solved)False sharing (can be solved)
True sharingTrue sharing



Advantages for DSM ResearchAdvantages for DSM Research

Complex fineComplex fine--grain synchronizationgrain synchronization
Complex fineComplex fine--grain data sharinggrain data sharing

Compiler, language, runtime, Compiler, language, runtime, ……

Complexity begets papers Complexity begets papers ……



TreadMarksTreadMarks

(Almost) every paper or grant for research (Almost) every paper or grant for research 
on fineon fine--grain DSM was acceptedgrain DSM was accepted
(Almost) every paper or grant for research (Almost) every paper or grant for research 
on coarseon coarse--grained DSM was rejectedgrained DSM was rejected
It turns out that for real applications a page It turns out that for real applications a page 
is not large enough!is not large enough!



CoarseCoarse--graingrain ApplicationsApplications

Large (Large (independentindependent) ) unitsunits of computationof computation
Large Large chunkschunks of dataof data

1 page = 4k1 page = 4k
Not Not veryvery large large atat allall
Page Page faultingfaulting bringsbrings in one page in one page atat a timea time
Message passing Message passing bringsbrings in in wholewhole data segment data segment atat a a 
time (> page)time (> page)

Can Can bebe and and waswas donedone withwith DSMDSM
IncreaseIncrease page size (!!)page size (!!)
Compiler supportCompiler support



CompetitionCompetition isis Message PassingMessage Passing

MPI (Message Passing Interface)MPI (Message Passing Interface)
LowLow abstractionabstraction
No room for No room for complexitycomplexity fabricationfabrication
As a As a resultresult more more successfulsuccessful
It It shouldshould worryworry us us thatthat MPI MPI diddid not come not come 
fromfrom distributeddistributed systemssystems researchresearch but but fromfrom
linearlinear algebraalgebra!!



Server PerformanceServer Performance

At the beginning of the Internet boom, At the beginning of the Internet boom, 
server performance was badly laggingserver performance was badly lagging
Multithreaded or multiprocess serversMultithreaded or multiprocess servers

Context switchingContext switching
LockingLocking

Two types of solutionsTwo types of solutions
ExokernelExokernel
EventEvent--driven serversdriven servers



EventEvent--Driven ServersDriven Servers

EventsEvents
Incoming request, i/o completion, Incoming request, i/o completion, ……

Single thread, event loop Single thread, event loop 
Event handler per eventEvent handler per event

Straight code (no blocking)Straight code (no blocking)
At end: At end: 

nonblockingnonblocking or asynchronous i/oor asynchronous i/o
create (handcreate (hand--made) continuationmade) continuation



AdvantagesAdvantages

No multithreadingNo multithreading
No No contextcontext switchingswitching
No No lockinglocking ((atat least on least on uniprocessoruniprocessor))

Control over Control over orderorder of of eventevent handlinghandling
Not Not boundbound by OS by OS schedulerscheduler



FlashFlash

Most Most popularpopular eventevent--drivendriven Web serverWeb server
CombinedCombined multithreadedmultithreaded / / eventevent--drivendriven
ManyMany followfollow--onsons
iMimiciMimic NetworkingNetworking



Reality CheckReality Check

ItIt’’s s tootoo complexcomplex
MaybeMaybe Ph.D.sPh.D.s cancan figure figure itit outout
YourYour averageaverage industryindustry programmer programmer cannotcannot
ActuallyActually, , mostmost Ph.D.sPh.D.s cancan’’t t eithereither
ManyMany ((expensiveexpensive) bugs) bugs



How the How the ProblemProblem waswas SolvedSolved

Linux O(1) thread Linux O(1) thread schedulerscheduler
Linux Linux futexfutex

UserUser--levellevel lockinglocking
No No overheadoverhead if no contentionif no contention

BenefitsBenefits of of eventevent--drivendriven remainremain
But But tootoo smallsmall to warrant to warrant complexitycomplexity



How the How the ProblemProblem waswas SolvedSolved

The main servers are all The main servers are all processprocess--basedbased or or 
threadthread--basedbased (Apache, (Apache, MySQLMySQL))
It It shouldshould worryworry us us thatthat thesethese servers servers diddid
not come out of not come out of researchresearch!!



Painful Observations (1)Painful Observations (1)

Most of the strong research trends have Most of the strong research trends have 
not found much applicationnot found much application
NonNon--research designs have won outresearch designs have won out
Has to do with this fabricated complexityHas to do with this fabricated complexity



Painful Observations (2)Painful Observations (2)

Has to do Has to do withwith publishingpublishing//reviewingreviewing
Simple Simple paperspapers tend to tend to getget rejectedrejected
ComplexComplex paperspapers tend to tend to getget inin



YourYour AverageAverage ReviewReview FormForm

NoveltyNovelty
ExcitementExcitement
WritingWriting
ConfidenceConfidence



SomeSome Questions to Questions to AddAdd??

DoesDoes the the addedadded functionalityfunctionality justifyjustify the the 
increaseincrease in in complexitycomplexity??
DoesDoes the performance the performance improvementimprovement justifyjustify
the the increaseincrease in in complexitycomplexity??
CouldCould thisthis system system bebe maintainedmaintained by an by an 
aboveabove--averageaverage programmer in programmer in industryindustry??
DoesDoes thisthis paperpaper simplifysimplify a a knownknown solution solution 
to a to a worthwhileworthwhile problemproblem??



SomeSome LikelyLikely ReviewReview CommentsComments

«« IncrementalIncremental »»
«« EngineeringEngineering »»
«« NothingNothing newnew »»
«« BoringBoring »»



It IS PossibleIt IS Possible

Virtual machinesVirtual machines
ProvideProvide simple solutions to real simple solutions to real problemsproblems

Server consolidationServer consolidation
MigrationMigration



Virtual MachinesVirtual Machines

Virtual machine monitorVirtual machine monitor
VMM VMM providesprovides a a numbernumber of VMsof VMs

IBM VMIBM VM
VMWareVMWare
XenXen

OpenOpen--sourcesource
ParavirtualizationParavirtualization (VM ~ machine)(VM ~ machine)



ProvenanceProvenance
DISCO: a DISCO: a veryvery complexcomplex OS for OS for SMPsSMPs
VMWareVMWare: : 

SimplifiedSimplified to Linux/Windows on one machineto Linux/Windows on one machine
PrecisePrecise virtualizationvirtualization on x86 on x86 veryvery complexcomplex

XenXen
ParavirtualizationParavirtualization to to improveimprove performance and performance and 
decreasedecrease complexitycomplexity

VMM VMM lessless complexcomplex
GuestGuest OS (OS (slightlyslightly) more ) more complexcomplex
Performance Performance betterbetter (?)(?)



The The WayWay of All of All TechnologyTechnology

All All technologytechnology
BecomesBecomes more more complexcomplex on the on the insideinside
BecomesBecomes lessless complexcomplex on the on the outsideoutside

ExampleExample: car, Windows (?!): car, Windows (?!)
Not sure Not sure itit fullyfully appliesapplies to softwareto software

Most Most complexcomplex systemssystems everever builtbuilt
Rare Rare exampleexample of of discretediscrete complexcomplex systemsystem
MaybeMaybe wewe are over the are over the limitlimit alreadyalready



NonethelessNonetheless

Success = interfaces defined early?Success = interfaces defined early?
Very successful systemsVery successful systems

Apache, Apache, MySQLMySQL, MPI, , MPI, VMWareVMWare, , XenXen
Interfaces stable (few iterations)Interfaces stable (few iterations)
Internal complexity grewInternal complexity grew

Less successful systemsLess successful systems
DSM, eventDSM, event--drivendriven
Interfaces unstable, Interfaces unstable, complexifiedcomplexified



Standardization (!?)Standardization (!?)

I am afraid some of it is necessaryI am afraid some of it is necessary
Find a way through publishing systemFind a way through publishing system



OtherOther PeoplePeople’’s s AdviceAdvice

LampsonLampson: : «« KeepKeep itit simplesimple »»
TrueTrue, but , but somewhatsomewhat impracticalimpractical

Einstein: Einstein: «« EverythingEverything shouldshould bebe as as 
simple as possible, but no more simple as possible, but no more thanthan
thatthat »»

ImplementImplement functionalityfunctionality atat the right interfacethe right interface
KeepKeep interfaces stableinterfaces stable



LessonsLessons

Brute force Brute force oftenoften (not (not alwaysalways) ) worksworks
Our Our publishingpublishing and and reviewingreviewing system system 
pushespushes us in the opposite directionus in the opposite direction



More More LessonsLessons

It It isis the interface, the interface, stupidstupid
The The implementationimplementation cancan bebe complexcomplex
The interface has to The interface has to bebe simple and stablesimple and stable



NYT, NYT, JuneJune 26, 200626, 2006



Thank youThank you
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